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ABSTRACT 

 Several sophisticated or "optimum" modulation strategies have been suggested for 

voltage source pulse with modulated (PWM) inverters for ac motor control. These 

modulation strategies may suppress specific low – order harmonics or minimize total 

harmonic.  

 The effectiveness of these (PWM) techniques in minimizing harmonic and reducing 

torque pulsation is investigated analytically, and their performance is compared with that of 

the usual sinusoidal or sub-harmonic PWM approach. The influence of skin effect on motor 

(I2R copper losses) is taken into consideration, and harmonic core losses are compared. 

Peak current is also an important factor in inverter design, and the various modulation 

strategies are again compared on this basis. Fourier analysis techniques are used in order to 

allow skin effect phenomena to be taken into consideration and performance criteria are 

developed to allow comparisons of waveform quality with respect of harmonic copper and 

iron losses. 

 الخلاصة

ثيتيقدضارهاح ثييض هه (PWM)في هذي اهاحث يي هقيرها قياايهاتيييح لهقدي  وهح ةييضاهف حق ياهقدي  وه ييا هاح ثدياه
اوهريا هاحقدي  وهاح تيقدض اهق  ي ه لياهقايق اهاحق افو يياها هقول لاييهاحياها ي ه يي   وه .( (A.Cحلتي را ه لياهاح  يا ه

  يي رهاح ثديييياهه  ق وييي هذييي اه يييوهدييي  هاحق ل ييي ههذييي هقول ييي هاحق افو يييياه(هPWM)اوهف يح يياهقو  ييياه يييا هاح ثدييياه.ه
ه.ه اح   هث ويا اهاح  جاهاحج ث اهالا ق يض اه احق افو ياهح ا هاح ثداهاحقاضض ا

 احقيي ههق ايي هاح دي  ييضهاح  يتيي اه(هI2R)فيي هاح  ا ييياه يوهديي  ه(هSkin effect)ذ يحي هقيييا اااهحلواييا هاحجلض يياه
ه.اح ض ض اهه ثا اهالا قثياه قره ويا قايه عهاح دي  ض

 اوهادييق عه ليييرهاحقدييي  وهه (Inverter)اوهاحو  يياهاح ى ييياهحلق ييياهقيدييي هثيلاذ  يياه يييوهديي  ه ي ييي هقةيي  رهاح  يييض ه
ث ىيياههاحقيي هقذدي هSkin effect))هقييرهاضاا هقييا اااهاحواييا هاحجلض يا(هBasis Fourier) ثيح ويا ياهثيحق ل يي ههثيتيقدضاره

ه.  هحقر  اهج ض هاح  جاه لاها قثياهاح دي  ضهاح  يت اه اح ض ض االا قثيا  ضهاح ويا اه قذد ا قثياااهاح 
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INTRODUCTION 
 Voltage source pulses with modulated (PWM) inverters for a.c motor control have 

conventionally employed square wave or sinusoidal PWM strategies. In recent years, more 

sophisticated techniques have been suggested in which specific low-order harmonics are 

suppressed or total harmonic content is minimized [1]-[2]-[3] 

 These optimized PWM strategies are extremely difficult to realize with conventional 

analog circuitry, but they can be effectively implemented with modern microprocessor – 

based control techniques [4]-[5]. Conventional modulation strategies which have been 

implemented by means of complex analog circuits may now be more effectively realized 

using a look – up table accessed by a microprocessor or digital hardware. In an ac motor 

drive, the modulation strategy which is most appropriate to a particular portion of the speed 

range is readily selected. It is therefore, of interest to compare the different modulation 

techniques available with regard to the additional harmonic losses in the motor and 

developed pulsating torque.  

For the purposes of comparison, it is assumed that standard 50 or 60-Hz induction motor is 

fed from a standard ac supply network by a frequency converter circuit as shown in fig. (1). 

Three 
Phase  
  a.c 

 

Fig. (1) Variable frequency induction motor drive 

 The ac supply is rectified to a fixed dc voltage by the converter and converted to 

variable – frequency ac by the PWM inverter which also controls the amplitude of the 

fundamental output voltage. If the inverter operates on un-modulated six-step voltage 

waveform, motor operation at rated voltage and frequency is possible. Constant-torque 

operation is obtained below based frequency by modulating the output voltage waveform 

from the PWM inverter so that the fundamental component of the output voltage is reduced 

proportionally with frequency, giving the usual constant volts/ hertz mode of operation.  

 In controlling the fundamental voltage output, the PWM strategy may introduce 

additional harmonic components, the presence of which detrimental to motor performance 

and efficiency. 

 A correct choice of modulation strategy is necessary for optimum drive 

performance. 
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PWM Strategies 

 The basic three-phase bridge inverter configuration develops an output voltage 

waveform as in fig. (2) which shows the inverter phase voltage (Vb) relative to the center-

point of the dc supply – the amplitude of the kth harmonic voltage, assuming quarter – wave 

and half – wave symmetry, is[5]. 
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 The switching angles 1, 2, …, m can be determined in a number of ways,[6]. 

 Many commercial PWM inverters have employed sinusoidal or sub-harmonic PWM 

in which the switching instants are determined by the intersection of a high frequency 

triangular carrier wave with a sine wave reference signal, which has the desired fundamental 

output frequency. 

 The triangular carrier wave usually has fixed amplitude, and the ratio of sine-wave 

amplitude to carrier amplitude is termed the modulation index.  

 The ratio of the carrier and reference frequencies is termed the carrier ratio. 

 

 

 In a three-phase PWM inverter, it is uses to generate a three-phase set of reference 

voltages, each phase of which is compared with a common triangular carrier wave. 

Phase  

Voltage 
+Vb/2 
                                      

 
 

 
-Vb/2  
 

 

 

Fig. (2): Inverter phase voltage relative to center point of dc supply 

 

 It has been pointed out that harmonic elimination PWM technique can be used to 

determine the switching angles necessary to set the fundamental voltage at some magnitude 
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and suppress specific harmonics. But numerical techniques are necessary to solve the non 

linear equations of the problem [1]. 

 If m switching occurs per quarter cycle the fundamental can be controlled and (m-1) 

harmonics suppressed.  

 An alternative approach is to define a performance index related to the undesirable 

effects of the voltage harmonics and to select the switching angles so that  the fundamental 

voltage is controlled, and the performance index is minimized [2]- [3]. This can be 

classified as a distortion minimization PWM technique. 

 Overall drive efficiency is the product of inverter efficiency and motor efficiency. 

Inverter losses are a function of the number of commutation per second, and in order to 

compare drive performance with different PWM strategies, it is desirable that the number of 

commutation per cycle should be the same in each case. For this reason, the following 

(PWM) techniques were selected: 

a) Harmonic elimination PWM with fifth, seventh, eleventh, and thirteenth harmonics 

suppressed (control of fundamental voltage and elimination of these four harmonics 

require 22 commutation per phase per cycle, including the commutations at ( 0  ْ  and 

180  ْ  ). 

b) Distortion minimization PWM with five switching angles per quarter-cycle, also 

requiring 22 commutations per phase per cycle. 

c) Sinusoidal PWM with a carrier ratio of nine, requiring 18 commutations per phase 

per cycle. 

d) Sinusoidal PWM with carrier ratio of 12, requiring 24 commutations per phase per 

cycle. Waveform c) has fewer commutations per cycle than waveform a) and b), 

whereas waveform d) has too many commutations. 

Exact correspondence in the number of commutation is not possible, since sinusoidal 

PWM must have a carrier ratio which is a multiple of three. 

This ensure that identical phase outputs are obtained in a three-phase system and 

also eliminates the dominant harmonic which is the carrier frequency, since all harmonic 

multiples of three are suppressed in a three-phase three wire load. 

The study of sinusoidal PWM strategies is confined to the region, where the 

modulation index is less than unity, and pulse dropping does not occur. 

Comparison of waveforms a)-d) is performed over the constant volts/hertz range of 

operation below base frequency. 
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In practice, of bourse, each modulation strategy would have an increased number of 

commutations per cycle at low fundamental frequencies to minimize motor losses and 

torque pulsations. 

As base frequency is reached, the number of commutations per cycle is reduced to 

minimize inverter switching losses and to allow a gradual transition to six-step operation, it 

is possible to draw general conclusions regarding the relative merits of the PWM strategies 

under consideration by confining the comparison to the particular number of switching per 

cycle specified above. 

  

Harmonic Copper Losses 

 An optimum PWM technique should minimize additional harmonic losses in the 

motor. These losses are primarily harmonic copper losses [6], [7]. At the harmonic 

frequencies, stator resistance and rotor resistance are usually negligible compared with the 

leakage reactance of the motor. If x denotes the per unit (pu) leakage reactance at base 

frequency, the pu kth harmonic current is given by: 

 

xkf

V
I

k
k

1

       …… (2) 

 

Where Vk is the pu kth harmonic voltage, and f1 is the pu fundamental frequency. 

 The kth harmonic copper loss is I2
kRk  

 Where Rk is the resistance of the motor to the kth harmonic. The total harmonic 

copper losses is therefore. 
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 If Rk can be assumed constant and unaffected by frequency, the harmonic copper 

losses are proportional to the quantity 
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 This is a loss factor which ideally has a value of zero and can be used to compare the 

harmonic copper losses due to different PWM techniques fig. 3 compares the four PWM 

waveforms over the fundamental voltage and frequency range. Evidently, the harmonic 

elimination PWM technique: 

a- Is superior to sinusoidal PWM above 0.6 pu voltage. Despit having fewer 

commutations per cycle, curve  

(a) Shows harmonic losses of less than one-third of those for curve  

(d) in the region of 0.9 pu voltage. At low fundamental voltages, however, harmonic 

elimination PWM has large losses. 

 The distortion minimization curve (b) is a composite curve consisting of a number of 

segments and gives the absolute minimum value of loss factor which is possible with five 

switching angles per quarter-cycle. Harmonic losses in the region of 2.9 pu voltage are now 

less than one-sixth of those for sinusoidal PWM with a carrier ratio of 12 the comparison. 

For six step operation, 1 is a horizontal straight line at a value of 2.15x10-3. The constant 

value of 1 over the constant volts/hertz range is explained by the fact than the six-step 

wave shape is retained at all frequencies, and so the relative harmonic content and harmonic 

losses do not vary. The results indicate that sinusoidal PWM with a carrier ratio of nine, or 

less, is always inferior to the six-step wave. 
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Fig. (3) Copper loss factor as function of per unit 

fundamental frequency. 

MODIFIED LOSS FACTOR 

 In practice, skin effect can have a significant influence on harmonic losses, 

particularly if the rotor has deep-bar construction. The slot leakage component of rotor 

inductance decreases with frequency, but the overall reduction in the leakage inductance of 

the motor is less significant than the appreciable increase in rotor resistance which occurs. 

Because the loss factor 1 as defined in equation (4), ignores skin effect, it may not be a 

reliable criterion for comparing PWM waveforms. 

 Thus a fifth harmonic voltage component of (0.2 pu) makes the same contribution to 

the loss factor as a 25th  harmonic of (1 pu) whereas in practice, the motor will offer a 

significantly higher resistance to the 25th harmonic, resulting in greater copper losses. The 

loss factor (1) is therefore unduly favorable to waveforms with pronounced high-order 

harmonics. 

1x10
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 Statar resistance and rotor resistance increase with frequency due to skin effect, but 

the additional harmonic copper losses are primarily in the rotor [6]- [7]. 

 If f2k is the rotor frequency corresponding to the kth harmonic, the rotor resistance 

R2k taking skin effect into account, is [8]. 

  kk
fR 22

      

Assuming that the motor operates near its synchronous speed, then 

112 )1( kffkf k       

And hence 

 
2/1

12 )(kfR k         …… (5) 

 

The harmonic rotor copper losses are given by: 
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Substituting for R2k from (5) gives a modified loss factor 
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Fig. (4) plots 1 for the previous PWM waveforms. The percentage loss reduction obtained 

by the use of optimum PWM techniques is slightly less than in fig. (3), but their superiority 

over the sinusoidal PWM strategies is again quite evident.  

 The distortion minimization curve is calculated for the same switching angles as 

used previously, although a slightly better solution is possible. 
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Fig. (4) Modified copper loss factor as function of per unit fundamental frequency  

HARMONIC IRON LOSSES 

 Harmonic iron losses are significantly in fluencies by the machine construction and 

magnetic materials used and are difficult to predict accurately. Theoretical and experimental 

investigations have. Confirmed that the increase in core loss due to the harmonic main 

fluxes is negligible [9]- [10]. The core loss due to space harmonic fluxes is also small, but 

the end-leakage and skew-leakage fluxes, which normally contribute to the stray load loss, 

may produce an appreciable core loss at the harmonic frequencies. If an unskewed rotor 

construction is employed, end-leakage losses are the dominant component and may be 

calculated using the equation of Alger et al. [11] which indicates that these losses are 

proportional to frequency times current squared, hence the stator and rotor end losses 

associated with the kth harmonic are nearly proportional to I2
k (kf1) and the total harmonic 

end loss is give by  
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 An end loss factor can be defined for these dominant harmonic iron losses and is  

 

         …… (8) 

 

Fig. (5) plots this loss factor for the four PWM techniques under consideration. The 

distortion minimization strategy is again seen to be the optimum despite the fact that the 

switching angles are chosen to minimize harmonic copper losses the total stray load (SL) 

losses are given more generally by  

 

 

 

Where the (x) only coefficients depend on the machine construction. It has been determined 

experimentally that the total stray load losses due to harmonics are obtained with 

responsible accuracy by putting x=2 and y=1.5 [10]. 

 This gives a loss factor of  

 

         …… (9) 

 

The stray load loss factor 4 is plotted in fig. (6) which confirms the concitious 

reached in fig. (5) regarding the superiority of distortion minimization PWM, but shows a 

some what less significant less reduction. 
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Fig. (5) End loss factor as function of per unit fundamental frequencies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. (6) Stray loss load factor as function of per unit fundamental frequency.  
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PEAK CURRENT 

 Peak current variation as function of fundamental frequency is also investigated for 

each of the modulation strategies. It is assumed that the inverter delivers rated fundamental 

current at 0.85 power factor over the full costant volts/hertz range.  

 The leakage reactance of the motor is 0.15 pu at base frequency. The resulting peak 

current (Imax) is expressed in per unit with peak fundamental current as its base under these 

conditions, the six-step inverter has a constant peak current of (1.32 pu) as shown in fig. (7) 

for the PWM strategies a small value of loss factor in general also implies a low peak 

current value. 

 It is evident that above a fundamental frequency of about 0.6 pu, the optimum PWM 

techniques again display improved performance as compared with conventional analog 

modulation strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (7) Peak current variation as function of per unit fundamental frequency. 

 

PULSATING TORQUES 

 Low-frequency pulsating torques is detrimental to low-speed rotation of a.c motor. It 

is characteristic of a PWM strategy that low-frequency cogging torques can be eliminated at 

the expense of large-amplitude high-frequency torque harmonics [9]-[10]-[11]. 

PEAK 
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 This is advantageous if the pulsating torque frequencies lie above the shaft 

mechanical resonances. In order to compare the low-speed capability of various PWM 

techniques, the dominant pulsating torques developed by each waveform is calculated [9]. 

 Possible amplification of the harmonic torques due to rotor speed fluctuation and d.c 

link voltage variations is not taken into consideration [12]. 

 It is well-known that a pulsating harmonic torque is developed by the interaction of 

an air gap flux harmonic with a rotor current harmonic of a different order.  

 Air gap flux levels at harmonic frequencies are very small, and the dominant torque 

fluctuations are those due to the interaction of the fundamental flux in the air gap with the 

harmonic rotor currents. Thus the (Kth) harmonic rotor current Ik reacts with the 

fundamental flux 1 to produce a pulsating torque component whose per unit amplitude is 

given by: 

kk IT 11
        …… (10) 

 The torque harmonic is of order (k+1) for negative-sequence rotor currents and of 

order (k-1) for positive-sequence currents 

 Base torque corresponds to one pu fundamental rotor current at unity power factor and is 

therefore some what larger than the rated torque of the motor. 

 Subsitting from (2) into (10) for Ik gives the per unit harmonic torque amplitude as: 

Xkf

V
T k

k

1

1
1


       …… (11) 

 

 The dominant pulsating torque component may be calculated using (11) moor 

operation is at 0.2 pu, fundamental frequency and voltage is assumed, as is a typical 

induction motor leakage reactance of 0.15 pu. 

 Sinusoidal PWM with a carrier ratio (p) is characterized by huge-amplitude voltage 

harmonics at (p2) and (2p1) times the fundamental frequency [13]. The harmonics of 

order (p-2) and (2p+1) have positive sequence while the harmonics of order (p+2) and (2p-

1) have negative sequence. 

 The (2p 1) harmonics both develop pulsating torques at (2p) times the fundamental 

frequency. There two torque component are approximately in phase so that a major hunting 

torque component of order (2p) is present. 
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Fourier analysis shows that the amplitude of the (21) the harmonics are 0.18 pu and are 

independent of harmonic order () for >p. For a carrier ratio of (12), assuming that the 

fundamental flux is close to 1 pu, the dominant pulsating torque is therefore of order (24) 

and has an amplitude of 0.513 pu. For a carrier ratio of the amplitude is 0.684 p.u and the 

harmonic order is (18). The harmonics of order (2) cause lower order harmonic torques. 

In the case of =12 there are additional ninth and fifteenth harmonic torques of amplitude 

0.065 pu and 0.067 pu respectively. For =9 there are sixth and twelfth harmonic torques 

with amplitudes of 0.094 pu and 0,060 pu respectively [13]. 

 Harmonic elimination of PWM seeks to suppress the specific lower order torque 

harmonics which cause speed fluctuation is reduced. Elimination of the fifth, seventh, 

eleventh and thirteenth harmonic voltages removes the sixth and twelfth harmonic pulsating 

torques, but higher order hunting torques may be significant. For 0.2 pu fundamental 

voltage harmonic analysis shows that the seventeenth and nineteenth harmonic voltages 

have amplitudes of 0.157 pu and 0.218 pu respectively [13]. 

 Each of the resulting current harmonic reacts with the fundamental air gap flux to 

produce an eighteenth harmonic pulsating torque. The two torque components are additive, 

giving resulting torque amplitude of 0.69pu which is approximately the same as that for 

sinusoidal PWM with p=9 lower order torque are absent so that low-speed capability may 

be some what improved as compared with sinusoidal PWM distortion minimization PWM 

can not be seriously considered for low-frequency operation. The overall harmonic 

distortion is minimized, but no specific attention is paid to the lower order harmonic so that 

large low-frequency hunting torques is developed. 

 

CONCLUSIONS  

 Based on results the following aspects are concluded: 

 General loss factors have been developed which permit a rapid comparison of PWM 

waveform quality with respecte to harmonic motor losses. Loss factors are derived 

from harmonic copper loss (with and without skin effect), harmonic end-leakage 

loss, and total harmonic stray load loss. 

 Loss factor (r) has been shown to be a general measure of waveform "badness" 

with respect to all types of harmonic motor loss. Despite the fact that it is based only 

on harmonic copper loss and ignores skin effect. A large value of 1 is also an 

indicator of high peak current. Using this loss factor, an appropriate choice of 
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modulation strategy can be quickly made for each portion of the constant volts/hertz 

range of operation without performing detailed loss calculations for a particular 

machine. Conversely, if minimization of loss factor 1 adopted as a criterion for the 

derivation of an optimum PWM waveform, the resulting solution gives near 

optimum results for all harmonic motor losses and also for peak current amplitude. 

 For low-speed operation with a high switching frequency sinusoidal PWM is 

perfectly satisfactory. 

 At these low frequencies computation of the numerous switching angles for the 

optimum PWM techniques is very tedious, and subsequent implementation does not 

yield a significant improvement in efficiency. 

 As motor speed increases, the number of switching angles per cycle must be reduced 

to avoid an excessive number of commutation per second and allow a gradual 

transition to six-step operation at about base frequency. At these higher speeds, the 

optimum PWM strategies have been shown to be superior to sinusoidal PWM in 

respect to harmonic motor losses and peak current amplitude. 

 The PWM strategies used immediately prior to the change to six-step operation have 

few commutations per cycle and must be carefully selected, whether an analog or 

digital approach is used for waveform generation. A poor choice of transition 

strategy can result in very light harmonic losses and rapid overheating of the motor 

in this region, loss factor 1 is of great benefit in selecting correct transition 

strategies. 
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